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Let’s briefly review what we have learned



Lecture1:  What & Why LLM in Big picture & ChatGPT

What? Why? 



Lecture2:  Language modeling in details and beyond

The meaning of a word: The meaning of word sequence: 



Lecture3:  Architecture in details and beyond 

The modern deep learning is just using weaker inductive biases and make more data-driven instead 
of prior-driven.

Sequence modeling

 SAN(Self-Attention):
 Token-level interaction

FFN(Feed-forward):
  Feature-level abstraction



Now!

Let us enjoy standing on the shoulders of giants

Usage of OpenAI API and Assignment1 Introduction 



Today’s Tutorial

❖ VPN, Keys and basic usage

❖ Explain decode strategies by explaining Model Parameters in OpenAI API

❖ Implement Assignment task1 and task2 step by step



VPN, Keys and basic usage



Keys

❖ 100 keys in gpt3keys.txt
❖ Exceed the quota: buy here 

VPN
❖ Forwarding service of our lab: + openai.api_base =  "https://openai.huatuogpt.cn/v1"

 

❖ Self-vpn: https://flaff20230820.fastlink-aff02.com/auth/login##

https://eylink.cn/
https://openai.huatuogpt.cn/v1


 Tutorial code link:

Prompt Engineering

Related resource:
❖ https://www.promptingguide.ai/zh
❖ https://github.com/dair-ai/Prompt-

Engineering-Guide

Dependency 
❖ Pip install openai
❖ pip install urllib3==1.25.11

https://github.com/LLM-Course/LLM-course.github.io/blob/main/Assignments/Assignment1/OpenAIGPT_tutorial.py


Model Parameters in OpenAI API



Model Parameters in OpenAI API

1. Understanding the openai.ChatCompletion.create() Function

The strings "system", "user", and "assistant" are used to define the role of each message within the conversation. 

“system”: The “system” role typically provides high-level instructions or context-setting messages.
“user”: The “user” role represents the messages or queries from the user.
“assistant”: The “assistant” role represents the responses generated by the ChatGPT model.



Model Parameters in OpenAI API

2. Temperature: Adding Randomness to the Responses

A higher value, such as 0.8, makes the answers more diverse, while a lower value, like 0.2, makes them 
more focused and deterministic.

Experience： A value between 0.2 and 0.8 can be effective. Lower values (e.g., 0.2) produce more 
focused and deterministic responses, while higher values (e.g., 0.8) allow for more randomness.

Why?



CS224N-lec10

Temperature

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/slides/cs224n-2023-lecture10-nlg.pdf


3. Max Tokens: Limiting the Response Length

The max_tokens parameter allows you to limit the length of the generated response. Setting an 
appropriate value allows you to control the response length and ensure it fits the desired context.

Model Parameters in OpenAI API

Experience： Default 4096



Model Parameters in OpenAI API

4. Top P (Nucleus Sampling): Controlling Response Quality

Higher values like 0.9 allow more tokens, leading to diverse responses, while lower values like 
0.2 provide more focused and constrained answers.

Experience：A value between 0.3 and 0.9 is recommended. Higher values (e.g., 0.9) make the model 
consider a broader range of possibilities, while lower values (e.g., 0.3) make it more selective.

Why?



Top P

CS224N-lec10

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/slides/cs224n-2023-lecture10-nlg.pdf


5. n: Generating Multiple Responses

The n parameter allows you to generate multiple alternative completions for a given conversation. By 
increasing the value of n, you can explore different response variations.

Model Parameters in OpenAI API



Model Parameters in OpenAI API

6. Stop: Customizing stop Conditions

The stop parameter allows you to specify a custom condition for the completion. You can provide a string or 
a list of strings that, when encountered in the generated response, will cause the model to stop generating 
further tokens. Here's an example



Model Parameters in OpenAI API

7. Frequency Penalty: Controlling Repetitive Responses

Higher values, like 1.0, encourage the model to explore more diverse and novel responses, while 
lower values, such as 0.2, make the model more likely to repeat information.

 It’s like telling the computer, “Hey, don’t repeat words too much.”  It stops repetition.

8. Presence Penalty: Controlling Avoidance of Certain Topics

Higher values, such as 1.0, make the model more likely to avoid mentioning 
particular topics provided in the user messages, while lower values, like 0.2, make the model 
less concerned about preventing those topics.

It’s like saying, “Hey, use a variety of words, not just the same ones.” It encourages variety.

Why?



Frequency and presence Penalty

https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/gpt/parameter-details



Implement Assignment1 task1 and task2 
step by step



Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering

❖ Download code: https://github.com/LLM-Course/LLM-course.github.io/tree/main/Assignments/Assignment1

❖ Dependency:
pip install retrying, openai, urllib3==1.25.11, tqdm, jsonlines

❖ You are encouraged  to complete one and only one task listed below.

➢ Task1: LLMs as a knowledgeable doctor
➢ Task2: LLMs for AI feedback
➢ Task3: LLMs as a data quality evaluator
➢ Task4: Using LLMs to remove sensitive info
➢ Task5: Jailbreak
➢ Task6: Prompt Engineering for public benchmark
➢ Task7: Any other topics

https://github.com/LLM-Course/LLM-course.github.io/tree/main/Assignments/Assignment1


Task1: LLMs as a knowledgeable doctor

Resource: https://github.com/LLM-Course/LLM-course.github.io/tree/main/Assignments/Assignment1/task1



Task2: LLMs for AI feedback

Resource: https://github.com/LLM-Course/LLM-course.github.io/tree/main/Assignments/Assignment1/task2


